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We analyse the production of a light charged Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
via the quark-fusion mechanism cb¯ → H− considering the decay channel H− → τ ν¯τ in the final
state. We study this process in the framework of the 2-Higgs Doublet Model Type III (2HDM-III)
with lepton-specific Yukawa couplings and assess the LHC sensitivity to such H± signals against
the dominant irreducible background. We show that BR(H± → cb) ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 and BR(H± →
τν) ∼ 0.7− 0.9 so that, under these conditions, the prospects for H± detection in the 2HDM-III in
the aforementioned production and decay channels are excellent assuming standard collider energy
and luminosity conditions.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In July 2012, at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), a neutral spinless boson was discovered by both the ATLAS [1]
and CMS [2] collaborations. This new state of Nature is very compatible with the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson,
so this theoretical construct seems to be fully established now. However, the SM-like limit of Electro-Weak Symmetry
Breaking (EWSB) dynamics induced by a Higgs potential exists in several Beyond the SM (BSM) extensions of the
Higgs sector. Notably, the 2-Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) [3] in its Types I, II, III (or Y) and IV (or X), wherein
Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) mediated by (pseudo)scalar Higgs states can be eliminated under discrete
symmetries [3], is an intriguing BSM candidate, owing to the fact that it implements the same fundamental doublet
structure of the SM (in fact, twice), assumes the same SM gauge symmetry group (i.e., SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y )
and predicts a variety of new Higgs boson signatures that may be accessible at the LHC. In particular, of the eight
degrees of freedom pertaining to a 2HDM, upon EWSB giving mass to the W± and Z bosons, five survive as physical
Higgs bosons: three are neutral (two CP-even, h and H with, conventionally, Mh < MH plus one CP-odd, A) while
two are charged (H±).
However, another, equally interesting kind of 2HDM is the one where FCFNs can be controlled by a particular
texture in the Yukawa matrices [4]. In particular, in previous papers, we have implemented a four-zero texture in a
scenario which we have called 2HDM Type III (2HDM-III) [5]. This model has a phenomenology that is very rich,
which we studied at colliders in various instances [6]–[12], and some very interesting aspects, like flavour-violating
quarks decays, which can be enhanced for neutral Higgs bosons with intermediate mass (i.e., below twice the Z boson
mass). Furthermore, in this model, the parameter space can avoid many of the current experimental constraints from
flavour and Higgs physics and a light charged Higgs boson (i.e., with a mass below the top quark one) is allowed
therein [11], so that the decay H− → bc¯ is enhanced and its Branching Ratio (BR) can be dominant, above and
beyond those of the customary (flavour diagonal) sc¯ and τν channels. (In fact, this channel has been also studied
in a variety of Multi-Higgs Doublet Models (MHDMs) [13, 14], wherein the BR(H− → bc¯) ≈ 0.7 − 0.8 and could
afford one with a considerable gain in sensitivity to the presence of a H− by tagging the b quark.) Finally, we have
also performed a study of the process e−p→ νeH−b followed by the signal H− → bc¯ [6, 15, 16] at the Large Hadron
electron Collider (LHeC), finding good detection prospects.
In this work, by exploiting the enhancement of the H− → cb¯ vertex and building on the results previously presented
in [11], we study the production of a light charged Higgs boson at the LHC via heavy-quark fusion, bc¯ → H−,
followed by the decay H− → τ ν¯τ (hereafter, c.c. channels are always implied). We investigate these processes in the
framework of the aforementioned 2HDM-III with so-called lepton-specific couplings and assess the LHC sensitivity to
this production and decay dynamics against the leading background, i.e., the irreducible one qq¯′ → W− → τ ν¯τ . An
up-to-date overview of charged Higgs boson phenomenology at the LHC can be found in Refs. [13, 17].
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the next section we describe the 2HDM-III. Then we introduce some
benchmark configurations of it for the purpose of running a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and discussing the ensuing
signal and background results. Finally, we conclude.
II. THE 2HDM-III
In the 2HDM-III there are two (pseudo)scalar Higgs doublets, Φ†1 = (φ
−
1 , φ
0∗
1 ) and Φ
†
2 = (φ
−
2 , φ
0∗
2 ), with hypercharge
+1, and both couple to all fermions. In order to control FCNCs, as intimated, we have implemented a specific four-
zero texture as an effective flavour theory in the Yukawa sector, so that a discrete symmetry is not necessary [10, 11].
Then the SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant scalar potential should be the most general one:
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†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
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†
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†
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)
. (1)
Here, we have assumed all parameters to be real, including the Vacuum Expectation Values (VEVs) of the
(pseudo)scalar fields, therefore there is no CP-Violating (CPV) dynamics. Furthermore, note that, typically, the
λ6 and λ7 parameters are absent when a discrete symmetry is considered (e.g., Φ1 → Φ1 and Φ2 → −Φ2 ).
Other than the physical Higgs masses (Mh,MH ,MA andM
±
H), further independent parameters of the 2HDM are the
mixing angles α (related to the mass matrix of the CP-even sector) and β (where tanβ is the ratio of the two VEVs of
the 2HDM). In our model, 2HDM-III, a four-zero texture is implemented as the mechanism that controls FCNCs and
the terms proportional to λ6 and λ7 are kept. Herein, the EW parameter ρ = M
2
W /M
2
Z cos
2
W can receive corrections
3at one-loop level proportional to the difference between the charged Higgs and CP-even/odd masses, but it is not
sensitive to the value of λ6 and λ7 [9]. In particular, when the difference of the scalars massesMH±−MA(MH±−MH)
is large, the subjacent custodial symmetry (twisted custodial symmetry) is broken. Then, a survival model to this EW
observable is realised when ρ ≈ 1 [18–20]. In general, the above mass splitting appears also in the expressions of the
oblique parameters S, T and U (the so-called EW Precisions Observables (EWPOs)) [21], so they should be reconciled
too with the corresponding experimental bounds [22]. Hence, the benchmark scenarios chosen for our model in the
next section will be in agreement with these EW measurements.
For our model the Yukawa Lagrangian is given by [11]:
LY = −
(
Y u1 Q¯LΦ˜1uR + Y
u
2 Q¯LΦ˜2uR + Y
d
1 Q¯LΦ1dR + Y
d
2 Q¯LΦ2dR + Y
l
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l
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)
, (2)
where Φ˜1,2 = iσ2Φ
∗
1,2. The fermion mass matrices after EWSB are: Mf =
1√
2
(
v1Y
f
1 + v2Y
f
2
)
, f = u, d, l, and both
Yukawa matrices Y f1 and Y
f
2 have the aforementioned four-zero texture form and are Hermitian. Once diagonalisation
is done, M¯f = V
†
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)
, and Y˜ fi = V
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fLY
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n as [11]:
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where the χs are unknown dimensionless parameters of the model. Following the procedure of [11], one can get the
interactions of the charged Higgs bosons with the fermions,
Lf¯ifjφ =−
{√
2
v
u¯i
(
mdjXijPR +muiYijPL
)
djH
+ +
√
2mlj
v
Zij ν¯LlRH
+ + h.c.
}
, (4)
where Xij , Yij and Zij are defined as follows
1:
Xij =
3∑
l=1
(VCKM)il
[
X
mdl
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δlj − f(X)√
2
√
mdl
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χ˜dlj
]
, (5)
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Y δil − f(Y )√
2
√
mul
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]
(VCKM)lj , (6)
Z lij =
[
Z
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2
√
mli
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]
, (7)
where f(a) =
√
1 + a2 and the parameters X , Y and Z are arbitrary complex numbers that can be linked to
tanβ or cotβ when χfij = 0 [11], so that it is then possible to recover the standard four types of 2HDM (see
Tab. I)2. Furthermore, the Higgs-fermion-fermion couplings (φff) in the 2HDM-III can be written as gφff2HDM−III =
gφff2HDM−any +∆g, where g
φff
2HDM−any is the coupling φff in any of the 2HDMs with discrete symmetry and ∆g is the
contribution of the four-zero texture. Lastly, we also point out that this Lagrangian can represent a Multi-Higgs
Doublet Model (MHDM) or an Aligned 2HDM (A2HDM) with additional flavour physics in the Yukawa matrices
[10, 11].
2HDM-III X Y Z
2HDM Type I − cot β cot β − cot β
2HDM Type II tanβ cot β tan β
2HDM Type X − cot β cot β tan β
2HDM Type Y tanβ cot β − cot β
TABLE I. The parameters X, Y and Z of the 2HDM-III defined in the Yukawa interactions when χfij = 0 so as to recover the
standard four types of 2HDM.
1 Hereafter, VCKM is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.
2 Hence, we will refer to these 2HDM-III ‘incarnations’ as 2HDM-III like-χ scenarios, where χ = I, II, X and Y.
4III. BENCHMARK SCENARIO
We have constrained our model using flavour and Higgs physics (i.e., the measurements of the SM-like Higgs boson
discovered at the LHC plus the exclusions emerging from void searches for additional Higgs states at any collider) as
well as EWPOs and theoretical bounds (like vacuum stability, unitarity and perturbativity). While we do not discuss
the theoretical constraints (as they are a simple application of textbook methods), we dwell here at some length on
all the experimental ones, with the intent of emphasising those applicable to a charged Higgs state.
Specifically, the model is found in agreement with flavour physics constraints by taking into account the analyses
performed in Refs. [10, 11, 23], where the parameter space of the 2HDM-III is constrained by leptonic and semi-
leptonic meson decays, like the inclusive decays B → Xsγ, B0 − B0 as well as K0 − K0 mixing and Bs → µ+µ−
transitions. Here, the Yukawa texture used in the model plays a relevant role in the amplitudes of the mesonic decays,
altogether allowing for the possibility to obtain a light charged Higgs state, of order 100 GeV or so, in the case of
Type X couplings (with all other Yukawa cases being more constrained in terms of MH±).
Further, as for constraints from the SM-like Higgs boson measurements, we consider the impact at one loop-level
of charged Higgs bosons on the radiative decays h → γγ and γZ, as detailed in [9]. For this analysis, some of the
most recent experimental data from the LHC are considered, namely, from Refs. [24–28]. Once again, the Yukawa
texture is involved in the couplings of the charged Higgs boson with fermions in the loop and low masses for a Type
X Yukawa structure are allowed.
As for the current bounds on the mass of a charged Higgs boson from direct searches at present and past colliders,
we have considered the following, recalling that for a light charged Higgs boson the main production mode at lepton
machines is via e+e− → eH+H− while at hadron colliders is via gg → tb¯H− + c.c. (so that, for MH± < mt, the
latter correspond to top pair production and decay via a charged Higgs boson, i.e., t→ bH+).
• LEP limits. For the mass of the charged Higgs boson, the LEP collaborations have finally established a universal
lower bound at 78.6 GeV [29].
• Tevatron limits. For a charged Higgs boson with a mass between 90 GeV and 160 GeV, CDF and D0 established
a bound for the the BR(t→ bH+) of ≈ 20% taking BR(H+ → cs¯) = 1 or BR(H+ → τ+ν) = 1 [30–32].
• LHC limits. For the case BR(H+ → τ+ν) = 1 in the range of masses varying from 80 GeV to 160 GeV, the
CMS experiment has established a BR(t → bH+) = 2 − 3% as upper limit. Meanwhile, for the mass range 90
GeV to 160 GeV with BR(H+ → cs¯) = 1, both ATLAS and CMS set BR(t→ bH+) ≈ 20% as a maximum [22].
Finally, assuming BR(H+ → cb¯) = 1, in the mass range 90 GeV to 150 GeV, the CMS collaboration has set an
upper limit of BR(t→ H+b) = 0.5− 0.8% [33].
As for EW data, we have fixed the oblique parameter U = 0, because this is suppressed with respect to the
parameters S and T when a scale for new physics (just) above the EW regime is considered [22], taking S = 0.02±0.07
and T = 0.06± 0.06.
Upon the application of all limits above, the following parameter space region roughly survives and is analysed here:
Mh = 125 GeV (thus with h being the SM-like Higgs boson), MA = 100 GeV, 180 GeV < MH < 260 GeV and 100
GeV < MH± < 170 GeV, with 0.1 < cos(β − α) < 0.5. Over such an expanse of parameter space, we consider four
scenarios, each in turn being an incarnation of our 2HDM-III: like-I (where one Higgs doublet couples to all fermions);
like-II (where one Higgs doublet couples to the up-type quarks and the other to the down-type quarks); like-X (also
called IV or ”Lepton-specific”, where the quark couplings are Type I and the lepton ones are Type II); like-Y (also
called III or ”Flipped”, where the quark couplings are Type II and the lepton ones are Type I).
For a light charged Higgs boson, in the 2HDM-III, the most important decay channels are H± → sc and bc, when
Y ≫ X,Z (like-I scenario), X, Z ≫ Y (like-II scenario) or X ≫ Y, Z (like-Y scenario), in which cases the mode
H± → bc receives a substantial enhancement coming from the four-zero texture implemented in the Yukawa matrices,
so one can even get a BR(H− → bc¯) ≈ 0.95. However, this does not happen for H± → τν, which is the decay we
must rely on in order to extract a charged Higgs boson signal in the hadronic environment of the LHC, specifically,
assuming a leptonic decay of the τ lepton. For the case Z ≫ X,Y (like-X scenario), though. the decay channel
H− → τ ν¯τ is maximised, reaching a BR of 90% or so [11], while not penalising the H± → bc mode excessively, so
that, in turn, the production cb¯ → H+ can reach a considerable cross section. In fact, a typical configuration is
BR(H± → τν) ≈ 0.9 and BR(H± → cb) ≈ 0.1. Guided by the parameter scan performed in [8], we finally adopt the
following Benchmark Point (BP) in order to analyse by MC simulation at the LHC the process cb¯ → H+ → τ ν¯τ , as
it offers the most optimistic chances for detection.
• Scenario 2HDM-III like-X: cos(β − α) = 0.5, χu22 = 1, χu23 = 0.1, χu33 = 1.4, χd22 = 1.8, χd23 = 0.1, χd33 = 1.2,
χℓ22 = −0.4, χℓ23 = 0.1, χℓ33 = 1 with Z ≫ X, Y . Further, we assume Mh = 125 GeV, MA = 100 GeV,
MH = 150 GeV and 100 GeV < MH± < 170 GeV. In fact, eventually, given the significant signal-to-background
rates obtained for a light charged Higgs boson state, we will push our analysis up to 1 TeV or so for its mass.
5σ.BR.L
FIG. 1. Event rates for our BP at parton-level for MH± = 120 GeV and X = −1/Z, assuming
√
s = 13 TeV and L = 36.1
fb−1.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As already stressed, we will attempt to establish the signal bc¯→ H− → τ ν¯τ at the LHC, by surpassing the results
of Ref. [11], wherein a similar analysis was performed, although over a region of parameter space of the 2HDM-III
which has largely been ruled out since, following the subsequent discovery of a SM-like Higgs boson at the LHC as
well we the measurements of its properties therein. In fact, since that paper, also a myriad of void experimental
searches for additional Higgs bosons were carried out by the LHC collaborations, which also impinge on the available
2HDM-III parameter space.
As intimated, the cross section for our signal process is too small in the 2HDM-III incarnations of Type I, II and Y,
therefore only the Type X realisation is explored here. It was seen in our scan that its value is maximised for small
X , so we fixed the latter to be X = −1/Z. The results of our scan over the plane (Y, Z) are presented in Fig. 1, in
terms of the σ(bc¯→ H−) × BR(H− → τ ν¯τ ) × L yield3, where L = 36.1 fb−1 is the LHC luminosity at an energy of√
s = 13 TeV, corresponding to the values used by the CMS collaboration in their H± → τ±ντ decay channel analysis
[34]. Here, we fix MH± = 120 GeV for reference. It is clear that the inclusive rate is very significant, the best point
being X = 0.04, Y = 1.6, Z = −20, which produces ≈ 2.276× 106 events.
In order to carry out our numerical analysis, we have used CalcHEP 3.7 [35] as parton level event generator,
interfaced to the CTEQ6L1 Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) [36] and to PYTHIA6 [37] for parton shower,
hadronisation and heavy flavour decays while PGS [38] was the detector emulator, supplemented by a generic LHC
parameter card. In particular, the detector parameters simulated were as follows. We considered a calorimeter
coverage |η| < 5.0, with segmentation ∆η ×∆φ = 0.087× 0.10 (the number of division in η and φ were 320 and 200,
respectively). Moreover, we used Gaussian energy resolution, with
∆E
E
=
a√
E
⊕ b, (8)
where a = 0.5 and b = 0.03 for both the Electro-Magnetic (EM) and hadron calorimeter resolution, with ⊕ meaning
addition in quadrature. The algorithm to perform jet finding was a “cone” one with jet radius ∆R = 0.5. The
calorimeter trigger cluster finding a seed(shoulder) threshold was 5 GeV(1 GeV). Further, the kinematic behaviour of
the final state particles was mapped with the help of MadAnalysis5 [39].
For the MC analysis, six masses were selected for the charged Higgs boson: 120, 170, 200 400, 500 and 750 GeV.
For each such values, the dominant background is the irreducible one induced by qq¯′ → W± → τ ν¯τ , even if MH± is
always significantly larger than MW± (indeed, in line with the findings of Ref. [11]). As previously stated, we will
be looking for leptonic τ decays, so that the final state is l + ET/ , where l = e, µ and ET/ is the missing transverse
energy. We placed no cuts on the latter while for both lepton and jets the following acceptance region in transverse
momentum and rapidity was adopted: pT (l), pT (j) > 10 GeV and |η(l)|, |η(j)| < 3 with ∆R(j, l) > 0.5. In fact, owing
to QCD Initial State Radiation (ISR), there could be any number of jets in the final state, however, in our analysis,
we will finally select events with at least one lepton and no jets.
Since the invariant mass of the final state is not reconstructible, as previously done [11], one can analyse the
transverse mass MT (l) ≡
√
(ETl − ET/ )2 − (pxl + pxmiss)2 − (pyl + pymiss)2, where pxl,miss and pyl,miss are located in the
transverse plane, thus assuming that the proton beams are along the z-axis. In Fig. 2, the shape of the transverse
3 In fact, we use here a factorisation formula exploiting the charged Higgs boson in Narrow Width Approximation (NWA), given that it
is very narrow. (This is done for calculation efficiency purposes.)
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FIG. 2. Transverse mass plots for signal and background, for selected MH± choices of the former. No cuts are here applied.
mass is reconstructed at detector level without selection cuts, wherein both signal and background can be seen, which
reinforces the fact that, at the differential level (e.g., for mH± = 120 and 170 GeV, although the situation is the
same for any other mass), the potential Jacobian peak correlating to the charged Higgs boson mass is well beyond
the background distribution. Hence, a careful signal selection will be proposed which preserves such a difference as
much as possible. In particular, we will optimise this to the given value of the charged Higgs boson mass. That is,
a trial and error approach will be assumed, wherein the MH± value is an input parameter to the kinematic analysis
and the selection cuts adopted depend on it.
In order to fully define our selection, let us now investigate some relevant differential distributions that can be used
to enhance the signal-to-background rate. (Notice that, for reasons of space, we will not show all charged Higgs mass
values in each case.)
1. From the lepton and hadronic multiplicity plots, see Figs. 3 and 4, we require at least one lepton and impose no
jets in our sample. (Here, we impose on both lepton and jets the acceptance region in transverse momentum and
rapidity as already discussed: i.e., pT (l), pT (j) > 10 GeV and |η(l)|, |η(j)| < 3 with ∆R(j, l) > 0.5.) Further, by
looking at Fig. 5 (wherein the jet veto is applied), it can be seen that the cut pT (l) ≥ 45 GeV on the leptonic
transverse momentum can be profitably adopted for all charged Higgs mass boson masses.
2. The missing transverse energy plots, Fig. 6, suggest the use of the following cuts: for MH± = 120 GeV, 40 GeV
≤ /ET ≤ 70 GeV; for MH± = 170 GeV, 60 GeV ≤ /ET ≤ 90 GeV; for MH± = 200 GeV, 70 GeV ≤ /ET ≤ 105
GeV; for MH± = 400 GeV, 100 GeV ≤ /ET ≤ 225 GeV; for MH± = 500 GeV, 90 GeV ≤ /ET ≤ 270 GeV; for
MH± = 750 GeV, 105 GeV ≤ /ET .
3. The lepton pseudorapidity, Fig. 7, shows that an optimal cut can be defined for all charged Higgs boson masses
as |η(l)| ≤ 1.2.
4. The total energy, Fig. 8, shows that the following cuts can be efficient: for MH± = 120, 170 GeV, ET ≥ 55
GeV; for MH± = 200 GeV, ET ≥ 60 GeV; for MH± = 400 GeV, ET ≥ 80 GeV; for MH± = 500 GeV, ET ≥ 75
GeV; for MH± = 750 GeV, ET ≥ 80 GeV.
5. The transverse mass plots in Fig. 9 show that the last cuts to be defined can be as follows: for MH± = 120
GeV, 85 GeV ≤ MT (l) ≤ 125 GeV; for MH± = 170 GeV, 90 GeV ≤ MT (l) ≤ 175 GeV; for MH± = 200 GeV,
110 GeV ≤ MT (l) ≤ 205 GeV; for MH± = 400 GeV, 170 GeV ≤ MT (l) ≤ 405 GeV; for MH± = 500 GeV, 200
GeV ≤MT (l) ≤ 505 GeV; for MH± = 750 GeV, 320 GeV ≤MT (l) ≤ 755 GeV.
Following the above sequence of cuts, for which the signal and background responses can be found in Tab. III, we
revisit in Fig. 10 the transverse mass distributions in the relevant peak regions. From these, the significances given
in Tab. IV can be extracted. In turn, from the latter, it can be concluded that the signal is strong enough to be
detectable at the LHC over a very large mass range, covering both the light and heavy mass regime of the charged
Higgs boson stemming from the 2HDM-III. In fact, by interpolating between the various charged Higgs boson masses
used in the MC analysis, we can perform a continuous scan of the relevant 2HDM-III like-X parameter space surviving
current theoretical and experimental limits and map the signal significances, obtained at L = 36.1 fb−1 via the above
search channel, in terms of the 2HDM-III input parameters to which the latter is sensitive, i.e., tanβ, χl33 (via Y )
and MH± . This is done in Fig. 12.
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FIG. 3. Lepton multiplicity plots for signal and background, for selected MH± choices of the former, over the acceptance region
for leptons and jets, in both transverse momentum as pseudorapidity.
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FIG. 4. Hadron multiplicity plots for signal and background, for selected MH± choices of the former, over the acceptance region
for leptons and jets, in both transverse momentum and pseudorapidity.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, there exist significance chances to extract a charged Higgs boson signal at the LHC within the 2HDM-
III scenario in its like-X incarnation, by searching for the production and decay channel bc¯→ H− → τ ν¯τ , wherein the
τ is identified through its transitions into electrons/muons and corresponding neutrinos (the latter yielding transverse
missing energy). This can be achieved by the end of Run 3 over a H± mass interval ranging from 100 GeV or so up to
the TeV scale. In order to obtain this, a dedicated selection procedure is required to be optimised around a tentative
charged Higgs boson mass value. We have proven this to be very effective against the (dominant) background given
by bc¯ → W− → τ ν¯τ . Finally, we are confident that our results are realistic, as we have obtained these through a
sophisticated MC analysis exploiting advanced computational tools. We are therefore looking forward to ATLAS and
CMS adopting our recommended approach, so as to confirm or disprove the 2HDM-III hypothesis.
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FIG. 5. Leptonic transverse momentum plots for signal and background, for selected MH± choices of the former, over the
acceptance region for leptons and jets, in both transverse momentum as pseudorapidity. Further, jets are vetoed here.
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FIG. 6. Missing transverse energy plots for signal and background, for selected MH± choices of the former, over the acceptance
region for leptons and jets, in both transverse momentum as pseudorapidity. Further, jets are vetoed here.
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